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Japan expands army footprint for first time in
40 years, risks angering China
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By Nobuhiro Kubo
YONAGUNI, Japan (Reuters) - Japan began its first military
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expansion at the western end of its island chain in more
than 40 years on Saturday, breaking ground on a radar sta‐
tion on a tropical island oﬀ Taiwan.
The move risks angering China, locked in a dispute with
Japan over nearby islands which they both claim.
Japanese Defense Minister Itsunori Onodera, who attended
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Japanese Ground Self-Defense Force (JGSDF)'s Type
89 Assault Rifle is seen as JGSDF 1st Airborne …
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a ceremony on Yonaguni island to mark the start of con‐
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struction, suggested the military presence could be en‐
larged to other islands in the seas southwest of Japan's
main islands.
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"This is the first deployment since the U.S. returned Oki‐
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nawa (1972) and calls for us to be more on guard are grow‐
ing," Onodera told reporters. "I want to build an operation
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able to properly defend islands that are part of Japan's terri‐
tory."
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The military radar station on Yonaguni, part of a longstand‐
ing plan to improve defense and surveillance, gives Japan a
lookout just 150 km (93 miles) from the Japanese-held is‐
lands claimed by China.
Building the base could extend Japanese monitoring to the
Chinese mainland and track Chinese ships and aircraft cir‐
cling the disputed crags, called the Senkaku by Japan and
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the Diaoyu by China.
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The 30 sq km (11 sq mile) Yonanguni is home to 1,500 peo‐
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rity ties Reuters
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scuba diving. Prime Minister Shinzo Abe's decision to put
troops there shows Japan's concerns about the vulnerability
of its thousands of islands and the perceived threat from China.
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The new base "should give Japan the ability to expand surveillance to near the Chinese mainland," said
Heigo Sato, a professor at Takushoku University and a former researcher at the Defense Ministry's Nation‐
al Institute for Defense Studies.
"It will allow early warning of missiles and supplement the monitoring of Chinese military movements."
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Japan does not specify an exact enemy when discussing its defense strategy but it makes no secret it
perceives China generally as a threat as it becomes an Asian power that could one day rival Japan's ally in
the region, the United States.
Japan, in its National Defense Programme Guidelines issued in December, expressed "great concern" over
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China's military buildup and "attempts to change the status quo by coercion" in the sea and air.
China's decision last year to establish an air-defence identification zone in the East China Sea, including
the skies above the disputed Senkaku/Diaoyu islets, further rattled Tokyo.
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Japanese and Chinese navy and coastguard ships have played cat-and-mouse around the uninhabited is‐
lands since Japan nationalized the territory in 2012. Japanese warplanes scrambled against Chinese
planes a record 415 times in the year through to March, the Defence Ministry said last week.
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Tapping concern about China, Abe raised military spending last fiscal year for the first time in 11 years to
help bolster Japan's capability to fight for islands with a new marine unit, more longer-range aircraft, am‐
phibious assault vehicles and helicopter carriers. Japan's thousands of islands give it nearly 30,000 km
(18,600 miles) of coastline to defend.
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MIXED FEELINGS
Onodera's groundbreaking ceremony on Yonaguni took place s four days before President Barack Obama
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lands in Tokyo for a summit with Abe, the first state visit by a U.S. president in 18 years.
The United States, which under its security pact with Tokyo has pledged to defend Japanese territory, has
warned China about taking any action over the disputed islets, but has not formally recognized Japan's
claim of sovereignty over the territory.
Many of the islanders on nearby Yonaguni are looking forward to hosting the radar base and the 100
troops who will man it because of the economic boost it will bring.
Others on the island, however, fear becoming a target should Japan end up in a fight.
"Opinion is split down the middle," Tetsuo Funamichi, the head of the Japan Agricultural Association's lo‐
cal branch, told Reuters. "It's good for the economy if they come, but some people worry that we could be
attacked in an emergency."
Onodera was also greeted on Saturday by about 50 protesters who tried to block him from entering the
construction site.
"Becoming a target is frightening, they won't talk to us about it, we haven't discussed it," a protestor, who
declined to be identified said.
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Takenori Komine, who works in an island government oﬃce, said it was a risk worth taking if it meant re‐
viving an outpost of Japan that has been in decline since a brief postwar boom.
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At that time, U.S.-occupied Yonaguni's proximity to Taiwan made it an entry point into Japan for smuggled
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food and clothing from Hong Kong. Since the end of World War Two, the island's population has withered
by some 90 percent. Average income of about $22,500 a year is a fifth below the national average.
"We are hopeful that the arrival of the young troops will bolster local consumption," Komine said.
(Writing by Tim Kelly; Editing by Angus MacSwan)
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Japan expands army footprint for first time in 40 years, risks angering China
By Nobuhiro Kubo YONAGUNI, Japan (Reuters) - Japan began its first military expansion at the western end of its is‐
land chain in more than 40 years on Saturday, breaking ground on a radar station on a tropical island oﬀ Taiwan. The
move risks angering China, locked in a dispute with Japan over…
Reuters
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Spurs halt Fulham charge, Chelsea eye summit
Fulham squandered an opportunity to escape the Premier League relegation zone on Saturday after
going down 3-1 to London rivals Tottenham Hotspur. Felix Magath's improving side had won their
two previous games and they reacted impressively after falling behind to a close-range Paulinho
strike in…
AFP
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Borussia Dortmund coach Klopp dismisses Barcelona rumours
Borussia Dortmund's charismatic coach Jurgen Klopp has poured cold water on rumours linking him
to Spanish giants Barcelona with the 46-year-old insisting he is happy where he is. Klopp, whose
present contract ties him to the German side until 2018, has enjoyed great success steering Dort‐
mund to…
AFP

This Week in the Civil War
This Week in The Civil War, for week of Sunday, April 20: Confederate ram at battle of Plymouth, N.C.
Associated Press
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Ohio couple married 70 years die 15 hours apart
NASHPORT, Ohio (AP) — A couple who held hands at breakfast every morning even after 70 years of marriage have
died 15 hours apart.
Associated Press
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Stag trophies go from hokey to hipster in Germany
Not long ago, self-respecting young German urbanites would have turned on their heels if they spot‐
ted a mounted deer head or a set of antlers in a bar. In the sometimes subtle language of taste and
demographics, taxidermy in Germany screamed old fashioned, tacky and even a bit right-wing. But
in…
AFP

South Korea ferry disaster (16 photos)
The captain of the ferry that sank oﬀ South Korea, leaving more than 300 missing or dead, was ar‐
rested Saturday on suspicion of negligence and abandoning people in need. Two crew members also
Reuters
were taken into custody, including a rookie third mate who a prosecutor said was steering in chal‐
lenging…

Report: More than 100,000 gang members in Texas
Current gang membership in the state of Texas may exceed 100,000 individuals, according to the
Texas Department of Public Safety (DPS). In a lengthy examination of gang activity in the state DPS
oﬃcials revealed that they believe the number of gang members may exceed 100,000 people, partici‐
pating…
The Daily Caller

Kansas speech by Michelle Obama draws complaints
TOPEKA, Kan. (AP) — If expanding the guest list to include Michelle Obama at graduation for high
school students in the Kansas capital city means fewer seats for friends and family, some students
and their parents would prefer the first lady not attend.
Associated Press

US weighing military exercises in Eastern Europe
WASHINGTON (AP) — The United States is considering deploying about 150 soldiers for military exercises to begin in
Poland and Estonia in the next few weeks, a Western oﬃcial said Saturday. The exercises would follow Russia's
buildup ofPress
forces near its border with Ukraine and its annexation last…
Associated

Spain’s LGBT Nursing Home
In a country where discrimination is bad enough to push some elderly residents back into the closet, there’s a sign of
hope—a new center being built in Madrid catering to gay residents.
The Daily Beast

More Latino than white students admitted to UC
For the first time, more Latino than white students have been oﬀered admission to University of Cali‐
fornia schools.
KABC – Los Angeles

Levine designs womenswear with help from fiancee
BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. (AP) — Maroon 5 frontman-turned designer Adam Levine says his lack of
fashion training is not a problem.
Associated Press

Ukraine crisis: turning points
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MOSCOW (AP) — An agreement struck by the U.S., the European Union, Russia and Ukraine has
raised hopes for defusing the Ukrainian crisis, which has strained East-West ties to a degree unseen
since the Cold War. The deal Thursday in Geneva came after the four parties held talks together for
the…
Associated Press
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Boko Haram claims bombing in Nigeria's capital
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Kano (Nigeria) (AFP) - Boko Haram claimed responsibility for the deadliest attack ever in Nigeria’s
capital in a video obtained Saturday, as the search continued for 85 schoolgirls still missing after a
mass abduction by the Islamists. The bombing at a bus station packed with morning commuters…
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Hopkins putting Father Time on the ropes at 49
Bernard Hopkins, boxing's oldest world champion at age 49, isn't getting knocked out by Father
Time just yet. Hopkins, the International Boxing Federation light-heavyweight champion, risks his
world title Saturday against World Boxing Association champion Beibut Shumenov of Kazakhstan.
"He's a…
AFP
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Baby Can’t Open Mouth in Medical Mystery
Parents Start Website To Find Out What's Wrong With Baby Wyatt
Good Morning America
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Autopsy to ID dead boy; body cast oﬀ side of road
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WORCESTER, Mass. (AP) — All Massachusetts authorities could say for sure is that they found the
lifeless body of a small boy, apparently cast oﬀ the side of a highway.
Associated Press

Questions on bubble as tech momentum fades
"There are some astronomical valuations out there," says Roger Kay, an analyst who follows tech
companies at Endpoint Technologies. Facebook's market value is close to $150 billion, despite its
spending spree including an eye-popping $19 billion for messaging service WhatsApp and $2 billion
for the…
AFP

Federer beats injured Djokovic to reach final
MONACO (AP) — Roger Federer ousted defending Monte Carlo Masters champion Novak Djokovic 7-5, 6-2 Saturday,
and the second-ranked Serb said he plans to take a break to let his injured wrist heal.
Associated Press
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Japan began its first military expansion at the western end of its island chain in more than 40 years on Saturday, breaking ground on a
radar station on a tropical island off Taiwan. A Japanese Air Self-Defence Force Kawasaki C-1. Credit: Toshiro Aoki / Flickr. The move
risks angering China, locked in a dispute with Japan over nearby islands which they both claim. Japanese Defense Minister Itsunori
Onodera, who attended a ceremony on Yonaguni island to mark the start of construction, suggested the military presence could be
enlarged to other islands in the seas southwest of Japanâ€™s main island

